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Abstract
State space models (SSMs) are now ubiquitous in many fields and increasingly
complicated with observed and unobserved variables often interacting in non-linear
fashions. The crucial task of validating model assumptions thus becomes difficult,
particularly since some assumptions are formulated about unobserved states and thus
cannot be checked with data. Motivated by the complex SSMs used for the assessment
of fish stocks, we introduce a robust estimation method for SSMs. We prove the Fisher
consistency of our estimator and propose an implementation based on automatic differ-
entiation and the Laplace approximation of integrals which yields fast computations.
Simulation studies demonstrate that our robust procedure performs well both with and
without deviations from model assumptions. Applying it to the stock assessment model
for pollock in the North Sea highlights the ability of our procedure to identify years
with atypical observations.
Keywords: Bounded influence function; fish stock assessment; Laplace approximation; random
effects; Template Model Builder
1 Introduction
Beyond the traditional engineering applications following the seminal work of Kalman (1960),
state space models (SSMs) are becoming increasingly popular in various fields such as speech
recognition (Juang and Rabiner, 1991), mathematical finance (e.g. Geyer and Pichler, 1999),
and animal movement modeling (Langrock et al., 2012); see Durbin and Koopman (2012)
for overviews. This popularity is primarily due to the flexible hierarchical structure of such
models, where both observed and unobserved variables are modeled through time.
SSMs are also becoming ubiquitous in fisheries science (Aeberhard et al., 2018), where the
task of assessing the state of a fish stock plays a central role in providing science-based advice
to policy makers and ultimately ensuring a sustainable management of fisheries (see Hilborn
and Walters, 1992). Assessing a fish stock involves predicting some of its time-varying char-
acteristics which cannot be directly measured, such as the age-stratified abundance of fish
cohorts and the fishing mortality rate. The state space framework is relevant for distin-
guishing such unobserved states (akin to random effects or latent variables) from measured
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quantities, typically in the form of reported commercial catches and indices of relative fish
abundance coming from governmental and independent surveys. The assessment of the stock
of pollock in the North Sea as conducted by the International Council for the Exploration
of the Sea (ICES) exemplifies this well as it relies, among other models, on a SSM (ICES,
2015). This SSM, often referred to as a SAM (State space Assessment Model) in the fisheries
science literature, combines various data sources to attempt to explain and predict the state
of the stock. However, whether the intricate and rather strict assumptions of this SSM are
satisfied in reality is debatable (e.g. Maunder and Piner, 2014).
As in fisheries science, many modern applications formulate SSMs that are increasingly
complicated, with observed and unobserved variables typically interacting in a non-linear
fashion. The crucial task of validating model assumptions thus becomes difficult. This con-
cern is all the more serious since the assumed dynamics of unobserved states cannot, by
definition, be verified. Evidently, SSMs are a class of models for which robust methods
(Hampel et al., 1986, Huber and Ronchetti, 2009) are necessary. Many robust fitting proce-
dures have been proposed for both time series (e.g. Ku¨nsch, 1984, Martin and Yohai, 1986)
and mixed effects models (e.g. Moustaki and Victoria-Feser, 2006, Welsh and Richardson,
1997). SSMs can be seen as the intersection of these two classes of models, although the
usual devices of robust M -estimation are not directly applicable here because of inherent
high-dimensional integrals that need to be approximated in general. SSMs have received
some attention regarding robust filtering and state prediction based on observations avail-
able at some intermediate time given estimates of model parameters that do not change over
time (Calvet et al., 2015, Ruckdeschel, 2010). Regarding the estimation of model parameters,
attention has been confined mainly to the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE). Douc and
Moulines (2012) showed that the MLE converges to some value under stationary and ergodic,
possibly misspecified, observation processes but that this value only coincides with the true
parameter of an assumed model in well-specified cases. To our knowledge, the only proposal
for a robust estimator is in Xu et al. (2015), but their approach lacks generality and the
estimator is shown to be consistent only as it converges to the MLE. In other words, this es-
timator cannot be robust and consistent at the same time. The purpose of the present paper
is thus to propose a robust and consistent estimation method that is applicable to general
SSMs. The main restriction here is that state transition densities must be given analytically.
We will focus on the offline estimation of parameters, as the motivating fisheries data are
collected yearly, and seek robustness mainly for reliable estimation and inference and for
the detection of potentially deviating observations. We will not only address the theoretical
properties of our robust estimator, but also propose an effective implementation and discuss
computational aspects which are typically challenging for SSMs, even when robustness issues
are not considered.
The paper proceeds as follow. Section 2 presents our notation and defines the MLE for
reference. In Section 3 we detail our proposed robust estimation method, discuss a viable
implementation, and study its theoretical properties. Section 4 presents a simulation study
based on the North Sea pollock data. The application of our robust method to the North
Sea pollock stock assessment is detailed in Section 5. Finally we conclude in Section 6 and
discuss open questions and challenges.
2 Notation and maximum likelihood estimation
A SSM consists of two stochastic processes, X = (X t)t≥0 and Y = (Y t)t≥1. The unobserved
state sequence X is a (first-order) Markov process taking values in a state space X ⊂ Rq.
The sequence of observations Y takes values in the outcome space Y ⊆ Rr. The Y t’s are
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conditionally independent given the state sequence (X t)t≥0, with the conditional distribution
of Y t depending only onX t. The SSM is parameterized by the p-dimensional θ, taking values
in a parameter space Θ. We refer to θ as the vector of model parameters, in contrast to
X which is viewed as a sequence of “random effects” following a mixed effects terminology.
The particular value θ0 ∈ Θ is considered the true value of the data-generating process.
The conditional distribution of X t given X t−1 is assumed time-homogeneous and admits
a density function f : Θ × X × X → R+ with respect to the Lebesgue measure, while the
conditional distribution of Y t given X t has density g : Θ × X × Y → R+ with respect to
the Lebesgue measure (instead of Lebesgue measures, other dominating measures could be
used such as the counting measure in the case of countable spaces). The density of the initial
state X0 is denoted by h : Θ× X→ R+. We denote by Pθ the marginal distribution of the
observation process Y with parameter θ, with corresponding expectation Eθ.
Let the subscript i : j denote the inclusive range of indices between integers i and j,
j ≥ i, so that e.g. X1:t = (X>1 ,X>2 , . . . ,X>t )>, where > denotes matrix transpose. The joint
density of X0:T and Y 1:T is
pθ(x0:T ,y1:T ) = hθ(x0)
T∏
t=1
fθ(xt−1,xt)gθ(xt,yt). (1)
Since X is not observable, estimation and inference is based on the marginal log-likelihood
of the observations
`(θ;y1:T ) = log
∫
X(T+1)
pθ(x0:T ,y1:T ) dx0:T . (2)
The MLE of θ for a given sample y1:T is then defined as θˆT = arg maxθ∈Θ `(θ;y1:T ). It can
alternatively be written as the solution in θ to the maximum likelihood (ML) score equations
∂`(θ;y1:T )/∂θ = s(θ;y1:T ) = 0. Interchanging the order of differentiation and integration,
it follows that Eθ[s(θ;Y 1:T )] = 0, i.e. the ML estimating equations are unbiased.
3 Robust Estimation
3.1 Definition of robust estimator
The typical approach for constructing robust M -estimators is by adaptively downweighting
observations in the estimating equations corresponding to an initial (consistent) estimator,
such as the score equations for the MLE (Field and Smith, 1994). This approach cannot be
applied in the state space framework because estimating equations are not available due to
the high-dimensional integrals in (2) that need to be approximated in general. Therefore, we
propose an approach that directly “robustifies” the joint likelihood of X and Y .
Related to the Ψ-divergence approach of Eguchi and Kano (2001), and in some sense to the
idea of bounding deviance residuals of Bianco and Yohai (1996), we introduce a robustified
likelihood by applying a specified function ρ : R → R, indexed by a tuning constant c, on
each log-likelihood contribution of X0:T and Y 1:T :
p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T ) = exp
[
ρc
{
log hθ(x0)
}
+
T∑
t=1
ρc
{
log fθ(xt−1,xt)
}
+ ρc
{
log gθ(xt,yt)
}]
, (3)
where c may be set to a different value for each of fθ, gθ and hθ. Throughout, we use the
tilde diacritic (˜ ) to indicate a robustified function or quantity. For any given c < ∞, ρc is
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required to satisfy some conditions which are spelled out in Assumption (A1) in Section 3.4.
Notably, ρc is required to be monotonically increasing and have a continuous first derivative
bounded within [0, 1], see Figure 1 for an illustration. The purpose of ρ, given a value for
θ, is to diminish the contribution of observations and states whose likelihood is low while
leaving the contributions with large likelihood essentially unchanged. The first derivative
ρ′c(z) = ∂ρc(z)/∂z can then be interpreted as a multiplicative weight at the score level,
which draws a useful parallel with the usual device of bounding the score function in the
construction of robustM -estimators for other classes of models (see e.g. Huber and Ronchetti,
2009, Chapter 3.2). We present various ρ functions in Section 3.2. Note that p˜θ addresses not
only outlying observations in Y but also deviations in the dynamics of the states sequence
(e.g. structural breaks).
By integrating over the unobserved states, the robustified marginal log-likelihood is
˜`(θ;y1:T ) = log
∫
X(T+1)
p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T ) dx0:T . (4)
The sequence of solutions in θ to ∂ ˜`(θ;y1:T )/∂θ = s˜(θ;y1:T ) = 0 does not converge in
general to the true θ0 as T → ∞ if the data exactly come from the assumed SSM. We
introduce the robust estimator θ˜T as the solution in θ to the corrected robustified score
equations s˜?(θ;y1:T ) = s˜(θ;y1:T )− bT (θ) = 0. The correction term
bT (θ) = Eθ [s˜(θ;y1:T )] (5)
guarantees by construction unbiased estimating equations under the assumed model (and
thus Fisher consistency, see Theorem 1 below). The definition in (5) is the typical repre-
sentation found in estimating equations for general robust M -estimators, and one can check
that bT (θ) goes to zero as the tuning constant c goes to infinity. By taking limc→∞ in (4),
˜`(θ;y1:T ) converges to `(θ;y1:T ) and s˜
?(θ;y1:T ) converges to the ML score, the latter which
has expectation zero under Pθ for all θ ∈ Θ.
3.2 Choice and tuning of ρ function
Eguchi and Kano (2001) proposed a log-logistic ρ function defined as ρc(z) = log
{
1+exp(z+c)
1+exp(c)
}
.
As limz→−∞ ρc(z) = − log((1 + exp(c))), for Assumption (A1)(iii) to hold (see Section 3.4)
both X and Y should be assumed compact. As an alternative, we introduce the following ρ
function which only requires X to be compact:
ρc(z) =
{
c sinh−1
(
(z + c)/c
)− c if z < −c
z if z ≥ −c,
where sinh−1(u) = log
(
u+
√
1 + u2
)
is the inverse hyperbolic sine function. The first deriva-
tive is ρ′c(z) =
(
1 +
(
(z+ c)/c
)2)−1/2
if z < −c and ρ′c(z) = 1 otherwise. We will refer to this
ρ function as the smooth semi-Huber (SSH) function, since its derivative is based on the left-
hand side of a smooth version of the Huber weight ψc(u)/u, where ψc(u) = max(−c,min(c, u))
is the Huber ψ function (Huber, 1964). The smooth approximation (1+(u/c)2)−1/2 ≈ ψc(u)/u
due to Charbonnier et al. (1994) is preferred here to the original Huber weight as the latter
is not differentiable everywhere. The effect of the tuning constant c on the SSH ρ function
and its derivative is illustrated in Figure 1. On the one hand, a smaller value of c diminishes
the contribution of the log-likelihood earlier, yielding more robustness in terms of a smaller
maximum asymptotic bias in the presence of contamination. On the other hand, c → ∞
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Figure 1: SSH ρ function (left panel) and first derivative (right panel) for different values of the
tuning constant c.
makes ρ converge to the identity function and the weight represented by ρ′ converges to one
over the entire real line.
Among other methods (e.g. Rieder et al., 2008), selecting a value for c is typically done so
as to achieve a certain efficiency at the assumed model with respect to the MLE, where the
efficiency is usually based on asymptotic variances. Rather than relying on asymptotics, we
suggest using Monte Carlo simulation instead. The procedure can be summarized as follows:
i) For a given value of c, compute the robust estimator on the original data, denoted as θ˜
original
;
ii) Use this robust estimate and the design of the original data to simulate B independent
samples from the assumed model; iii) On each simulated sample, compute the MLE θˆ and
the robust estimator θ˜; iv) For both estimators, compute the element-wise median absolute
deviation (MAD) about θ˜
original
over the B replicates, where the MAD for the jth element
is defined as medianb=1,...,B{|θbj − θ˜
original
j |} with θb representing here either estimator on the
bth sample; v) These two MADs are p-vectors and dividing the ML-based one by the robust
one element-wise yields empirical efficiencies corresponding to c. These five steps are then
repeated, by trial-and-error, to find the appropriate value of c for some predefined target
efficiency, say 90%. We advocate using a MAD instead of a more traditional empirical mean
squared error (MSE) as the former is a highly robust measure of dispersion and is thus more
stable if some estimates among the B replicates (both ML and robust ones) do not converge
properly. Also, computing element-wise empirical efficiencies allows to choose different c
values among the various likelihood contributions of fθ, gθ and hθ. This is necessary since
the impact of c is directly linked to the magnitude of the likelihood function which depends
on scale parameters in θ.
3.3 Proposed implementation and computational considerations
We propose here an effective implementation of the robust estimator. Solving the corrected
robustified score equations s˜?(θ;y1:T ) = 0 raises two main computational challenges: we need
to evaluate the robustified marginal likelihood in (4) and the expectation defining bT (θ) in
(5). Various methods for approximating integrals exist. The choice among simulation-based
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procedures (e.g. Doucet et al., 2001, Fearnhead and Ku¨nsch, 2018) and direct approximations
of the integrand (e.g. Davis and Rabinowitz, 2007) relies on trade-offs between computing
time, accuracy, generality, and ease of programming.
Regarding the first integral, we note that even in the case of the MLE, the marginal
likelihood in (2) only admits a closed form in very specific cases, namely for a finite state
space X (often referred to as hidden Markov models) and for the linear-Gaussian SSM where
all marginals are Gaussian themselves. With the addition of the ρ function, an approxi-
mation is indeed necessary and we choose to use Laplace’s method (e.g. Barndorff-Nielsen
and Cox, 1989, Chapter 6.2). It can be summarized as a second-order Taylor expansion of
log p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T ) about a global maximum for x0:T , yielding the density kernel of a multivari-
ate Gaussian distribution which can then be integrated following a normalization involving
the Hessian determinant. The uncorrected robustified marginal log-likelihood is thus approx-
imated as
˜`(θ;y1:T ) u ˜`LA(θ;y1:T ) = log p˜θ(xˆ0:T ,y1:T ) +
q(T + 1)
2
log(2pi)− 1
2
log |−H(xˆ0:T ,θ)| ,
where the “LA” subscript identifies Laplace-approximated quantities, | · | denotes here the
matrix determinant,
xˆ0:T = xˆ0:T (y1:T ,θ) = arg max
x0:T∈X(T+1)
log p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T ),
and H(x0:T ,θ) = ∂
2 log p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T )/∂x0:T∂x
>
0:T . For such an approximation to be valid,
this maximum over x0:T must exist and be global, or at least dominate others if not unique.
The Laplace approximation involves a low computational cost which is crucial given that
˜`(θ;y1:T ) needs to be evaluated many times when optimizing over θ. To tackle the depen-
dence of xˆ0:T = xˆ0:T (y1:T ,θ) upon θ in such optimizations, we use automatic differentiation
(AD; Griewank and Walther, 2008, Skaug and Fournier, 2006). AD allows the numerical
evaluation of derivatives without the need for symbolic expressions by propagating deriva-
tives of simple operations through the chain rule. This is not a numerical approximation, the
evaluation is exact up to machine precision yet does not require analytical expressions for the
gradient. This can be considered state-of-the-art as it is the general device behind the back-
propagation algorithm used for gradient descent in the training of artificial neural networks
(see e.g. Goodfellow et al., 2016, Chapter 6.5). The combination of the Laplace approxima-
tion and AD is at the core of the R package Template Model Builder (TMB; Kristensen et al.,
2016), on which our implementation relies. TMB is highly flexible as the user is only required
to code the negative log-likelihood − log pθ(x0:T ,y1:T ) or its robustified version. As a useful
byproduct, the Laplace approximation provides unobserved state predictions: xˆ0:T is equiv-
alent to the (posterior) mode of the robustified conditional distribution of X0:T given Y 1:T
and a value for θ. The Laplace approximation is increasingly used for evaluating marginal
likelihoods in the SSM context, see e.g. the recent successful applications in Auger-Me´the´
et al. (2016), Thygesen et al. (2017), and Yin et al. (2019). Although its accuracy is yet
to be comprehensively studied in this context, we note that simulation-based methods for
approximating integrals with arbitrarily good accuracy suffer from other problems such as
the degeneracy of particle filters (Kantas et al., 2015).
Regarding the second integral, we approximate the expectation defining bT (θ) by Monte
Carlo simulation. This is feasible thanks to the efficient implementation in TMB, as both
˜`
LA(θ;y1:T ) and s˜LA(θ;y1:T ) = ∂ ˜`LA(θ;y1:T )/∂θ can be evaluated instantly. Thus, simulat-
ing data at the assumed SSM and evaluating the gradient is computationally inexpensive
and requires little additional programming. For a given value of θ we generate B Monte
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Carlo replicates, each denoted (xb0:T ,y
b
1:T ) for b = 1, . . . , B, and obtain
bT (θ) = Eθ [s˜(θ;y1:T )] u
1
B
B∑
b=1
s˜LA(θ;y
b
1:T ). (6)
Our experience is that B needs to be quite large to ensure the approximated bT (θ) does not
introduce more bias than there was prior to correction, in particular when the robustness
tuning constant c is selected to achieve high empirical efficiency. Based on preliminary
simulations with various designs (not presented here), B = 1000 is probably a minimum
while B = 5000 would be more on the safe side.
We can now present our proposed algorithm for the computation of θ˜T .
Step 1: Compute the uncorrected robust estimator θ˜
[1]
T by maximizing the (uncorrected)
Laplace-approximated robustified marginal log-likelihood:
θ˜
[1]
T = arg max
θ∈Θ
˜`
LA(θ;y1:T ).
Step 2: Evaluate the corrected score of this initial estimate:
s˜?(θ˜
[1]
T ;y1:T ) = s˜(θ˜
[1]
T ;y1:T )− bT (θ˜
[1]
T ),
where bT (θ˜
[1]
T ) is approximated by Monte Carlo following (6).
Step 3: Correct the estimator with a single Newton-Raphson (NR) step:
θ˜T = θ˜
[1]
T −
(
∂s˜(θ;y1:T )
∂θ
∣∣∣∣
θ=θ˜
[1]
T
)−1
s˜?(θ˜
[1]
T ;y1:T ).
A few aspects of this algorithm warrant some discussion. First, as a unique maximum is
not guaranteed in general in Step 1, we suggest starting from many (random) values and
retaining the converged estimate which yields the largest ˜`LA(θ;y1:T ) value. Also, if the
target tuning constant c is low and relatively few outliers are expected in the data, it may help
convergence to start with a larger c value and decrease it sequentially, each time computing
the corresponding uncorrected robust estimator and using it as a starting point in the next
iteration. Ideally a highly robust starting point would be preferable, but initializing with the
MLE in such a sequence regularly yielded reasonable outcomes in preliminary simulations,
as it only has an indirect impact on the final robust estimate. Second, if the target efficiency
(and thus c value) is quite high, our experience is that the bias of the uncorrected θ˜
[1]
T may be
close to negligible for all practical purposes and thus may be useful on its own given its fast
computation. The simulation results in Appendix S4, where the robust estimator is tuned
for 90% efficiency show such a pattern for many parameters, see Section 4. Third, in the NR
step we make use of the uncorrected Hessian matrix ∂s˜(θ;y1:T )/∂θ, which is approximated
by finite differences. We have tested correcting it by Monte Carlo in a similar fashion as in
(6) but found little improvement in θ˜. Finally, Step 2 and 3 may be iterated. A very large B
(and fixing the seed value in Step 2) is necessary to ensure the iterated procedure converges,
but this makes the whole excessively time-consuming. Our experience is that a single step
seems to effectively offset any noticeable bias, see Section 4.3.
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3.4 Theoretical properties
Here we study asymptotic properties (consistency and robustness) of our proposed robust
estimator θ˜T . For this, we approximate the uncorrected robust score s˜(θ;y1:T ) by a sum
of individual scores which form a stationary process. In the limit T → ∞, the robust
estimator corresponds then to a functional on the space of stationary and ergodic processes,
see Theorem 1 below.
We require the following assumptions for our main result.
(A1) For all c <∞, the ρc function is convex, bijectively increasing and twice continuously
differentiable over R, and satisfies the following:
(i) lim
z→−∞
ρc(z)/z = 0,
(ii) lim
z→+∞
ρc(z)/z = 1,
(iii)
∫
YT
∫
X(T+1)
p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T ) dx0:T dy1:T <∞.
(A2) The state space X is compact.
(A3) The unobserved state density satisfies
inf
θ∈Θ
inf
x,x′∈X
fθ(x,x
′) = σ− > 0 and sup
θ∈Θ
sup
x,x′∈X
fθ(x,x
′) = σ+ <∞.
The observation density satisfies 0 < gθ(x,y) <∞ for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and θ ∈ Θ, as
well as
sup
θ∈Θ
sup
x∈X
sup
y∈Y
|∂/∂θ log gθ(x,y)| <∞.
Also, both mappings θ → gθ(x,y) and θ → fθ(x,x′) are twice continuously differen-
tiable with respect to θ.
(A4) The parameter space Θ is compact.
Assumptions (A1)(i)–(ii) state that the weight represented by ρ′ is bounded within [0, 1],
which is the main requirement for the robustness property. Assumption (A1)(iii) is not
formally needed for robustness but ensures the normalization constant can be neglected by
viewing p˜θ as a probability density function, see Appendix S1 of the Web-based Supporting
Information. The compactness of X in (A2) in conjunction with (A3) ensures the existence
of the invariant stationary distribution of X while avoiding explicit positive recurrence re-
quirements. We note that these are not as restrictive as requiring X to be a finite set, a
special case of SSMs often referred to as hidden Markov models. The compactness of X
may be relaxed following Douc et al. (2011), although at the cost of additional technical
assumptions which go beyond the scope of the paper. In (A3), the requirements on fθ and
gθ are fairly standard (e.g. Douc et al., 2004). The uniform boundedness of fθ implies that
the state space X is 1-small thanks to (A2) (see Meyn and Tweedie, 1993, Section 5.2) and
thus that the process is uniformly ergodic by Theorem 16.0.2 of Meyn and Tweedie (1993).
This means that, regardless of the starting point, the distribution of X converges in the total
variation norm to its invariant distribution at a uniform geometric rate. As a corollary, the
joint process (X,Y ) is also uniformly ergodic. In order to relax the uniform boundedness
in (A3), a possible route would be to explicitly assume that X is Harris positive recurrent
to obtain joint uniform ergodicity, see Lemma 1 of Douc et al. (2011). Finally, we note that
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the compactness of Θ is standard for studying the estimation of SSMs (Douc and Moulines,
2012, Douc et al., 2004, 2011) and cannot be easily relaxed.
Based on these assumptions, the following theorem establishes that the (normalized)
corrected robustified score equations are asymptotically unbiased, with proof given in Ap-
pendix S1 of the Web-based Supporting Information.
Theorem 1. Under (A1)–(A4), there exists a bounded measurable function ζ : Θ×YZ → Rp,
where Z denotes the set of all integers, such that
sup lim
T→∞
T−1
∣∣∣∣∣s˜(θ;y1:T )−
T∑
t=1
ζ(θ;yt,yt±1,yt±2, . . .)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0,
where the supremum is taken over all θ ∈ Θ and over all doubly-infinite sequences y−∞:+∞.
In particular, for any stationary and ergodic process (Y t)t∈Z, T−1s˜(θ;y1:T ) converges almost
surely and in expectation to E[ζ(θ;Y 0,Y ±1,Y ±2, . . .)]. If we set
ζ?(θ;Y 0,Y ±1,Y ±2, . . .) = ζ(θ;Y 0,Y ±1,Y ±2, . . .)− lim
T→∞
T−1bT (θ),
then the statistical functional S?(P) defined as the solution in θ to∫
ζ?(θ;y0,y±1,y±2, . . .) P(dy) = 0
satisfies by construction the condition for Fisher consistency, namely that S?(Pθ) = θ for all
θ ∈ Θ.
The function ζ in Theorem 1 is not meant to be computed in practice, it is a theoretical
tool from which properties like consistency and robustness (see Theorem 2 below) can be
established. Also, Theorem 1 deals with the idealized score equations s˜?(θ;y1:T ) = 0. It
would be of interest to extend it to cover also the effects of the Laplace approximation and of
the one step bias correction proposed in Section 3.3. Unfortunately, this seems very difficult,
and the asymptotic behavior of the error of the Laplace approximation is unclear in a general
state space framework. This challenge already arises in ML estimation, see Rue et al. (2009,
Section 4.1) where the issue remains unresolved in a simpler setting. That said, we ran many
simulations (not presented here) under various designs to assess this: we can confirm that the
Laplace approximation error appears practically negligible in terms of parameter estimates
when it is applied on a suitable scale, i.e. when the joint likelihood is unimodal.
To discuss the robustness properties of θ˜T and its corresponding S, we consider deviations
from the assumed data generating process formalized by the general replacement model of
Martin and Yohai (1986):
Y t = (1−Bt)Y t +BtW t, (7)
where Y t is distributed according to the nominal Pθ, (Bt)t≥1 is a 0–1 process with Pr(Bt =
1) = , and W = (W t)t≥1 is a stationary and ergodic contamination process with distribu-
tion PW . The latter is left unspecified apart from the required stationarity and ergodicity,
following Martin and Yohai (1986, Section 4). The process Bt is an indicator of contami-
nated observations with  representing the fraction of observations that do not come from the
assumed model. The general replacement model (7) is flexible enough to consider outliers
both isolated in time and occurring in patches, see Martin and Yohai (1986, Section 2.2).
Deviations from the model can arise either from outliers in the state process X which then
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propagate to the observations according to the nominal model with density g, or directly
from outliers in the observations themselves.
We denote the distribution of the contaminated process (Y t)t≥1 by P

θ. The influence
functional (IF) of the statistical functional S at the nominal model Pθ is defined as
IF(PW , S,Pθ) = lim
↓0
S(Pθ)− S(Pθ)

,
provided the limit exists, see Martin and Yohai (1986). The IF here depends not only on the
nominal model and the distribution of the contaminating process W , but also on whether
the outliers are isolated or occur in patches. To see this, the following two assumptions are
needed:
(A5) S?(Pθ0)− θ0 = O().
(A6) The (p × p) matrix M(θ) = (∂/∂θ)E[ζ?(θ;Y 0,Y ±1,Y ±2, . . .)] exists and is non-
singular at θ = θ0.
These additional assumptions are among the rather mild technical conditions Martin and
Yohai (1986) require in their Theorem 4.2. Note that M(θ) is nothing more than the Fisher
information when c → ∞. The theorem below states the main robustness result of our
proposed estimator.
Theorem 2. Under (A1)–(A6), if lim↓0 EPθ [ζ
?(θ;Y 0,Y

±1,Y

±2, . . .)]/ exists, then
IF(PW , S?,Pθ) = −M(θ)−1 lim
↓0
EPθ [ζ
?(θ;Y 0,Y

±1,Y

±2, . . .)]/.
Furthermore, for patchy outliers with arbitrary but fixed patch length k, the limit
lim
↓0
EPθ [ζ
?(θ;Y 0,Y

±1,Y

±2, . . .)]/
exists and we have the particular representation
IF(PW , S?,Pθ) = −1
k
M(θ)−1
∞∑
j=−∞
E
[
ζ?(θ;Y 0−∞:(j−k),W (j−k+1):j,Y
0
(j+1):∞)
]
,
where the latter expectation is taken under the joint distribution of Y and W .
The proof is deferred to Appendix S2. In the case of patchy outliers with arbitrary
but fixed patch length, the limit is guaranteed to exist and is uniformly bounded over all
contamination distributions PW , for any c < ∞. The representation we provide indicates
that we only need to consider one patch of outliers at an arbitrary position which then has a
bounded total effect on s˜?(θ;y1:T ) as T →∞. The boundedness of the IF ensures that any
bias caused by the arbitrary contaminating process W is finite. In contrast, the MLE has
an unbounded IF (as c → ∞) meaning that even an infinitesimal  can draw the estimate
to arbitrarily large values (see Hampel et al., 1986, Chapter 2.1). The MLE is thus, without
much surprise, not robust.
We note that instead of the general replacement model (7), one could also look at inno-
vation outliers (Denby and Martin, 1979) in the state process, i.e. letting the contaminated
state transition density of Xt|xt−1 be
(
(1−Bt)fθ0(xt−1,xt) +BtfW (xt−1,xt)
)
dxt with ar-
bitrary contamination density fW . Although the conditional distribution of the observations
Y  given the states X would still be according to the nominal model, outliers in the state
sequence would have an effect on several observations. However, if the uncontaminated state
process is geometrically ergodic, the effect of an outlier then disappears quickly. We would
thus expect a similar behavior of the influence functional under our assumptions.
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4 Simulation study
We investigate here the finite-sample performance of our proposed robust estimator through
a simulation study. The model and design are based on the state space stock assessment
model used for pollock in the North Sea. The original specification of this stock assessment
model is denoted as “Model D” in Nielsen and Berg (2014), which is a version of the state
space model known as SAM in the fisheries science literature. An important feature of this
original specification is that the assumed unobserved state process is not stationary. Since our
consistency and robustness properties rely on stationarity (see Section 3.4), we thus define
two versions of this SSM: a non-stationary version that closely follows Nielsen and Berg
(2014) and a stationary one where the dynamics of X are modified as little as possible and
the observation equations remain unchanged. We note that we only introduce the stationary
version to illustrate the properties of the robust estimator under controlled conditions. The
non-stationary model is likely more realistic from a marine ecology point of view, hence we
present results from both versions here and in Section 5.
4.1 Non-Stationary Model
We detail here the non-stationary version of the SSM. The details of the stationary version
are given in Appendix S3.
All variables are indexed by the discrete fish age class a and the year of observation
t. The unobserved state vector X t consists of the unitless fishing mortality rate Fa,t and
the abundance of fish Na,t (as counts), both on the natural logarithm scale. The vector
of observations Y t comprises the total annual commercial catches Ca,t (as counts) and a
unitless index of relative abundance coming from yearly surveys Ia,t, also both considered on
the log scale. The log transformations here are not based on some Box-Cox argument but
rather come from the traditional interpretation in fish stock assessments of multiplicative
nonnegative error on the original scale. The age ranges from a = 3 years, so-called recruits,
up to a = A where the oldest age class includes fish of age ≥ A (a “plus-group”) with the
cut-off age A varying from one variable to another: A = 9+ for the fishing mortality F ,
A = 10+ for the abundance N and commercial catch C, and A = 8+ for the survey index I.
Thus the vector of unobserved states at year t is
X t = (logF3,t, . . . , logF9+,t, logN3,t, . . . , logN10+,t)
>,
with dimension q = 15, and the vector of observations at year t is
Y t = (logC3,t, . . . , logC10+,t, log I3,t, . . . , log I8+,t)
>,
with dimension r = 14. The time range is T = 50, with t = 1 corresponding to the year 1967
and t = T corresponding to 2016. In the North Sea pollock data, Ca,t is available up to year
2015 and Ia,t spans the years 1992–2016, resulting in a sample size of 542 observations. We
replicate this missingness pattern in the simulated samples, noting there is sufficient overlap
between the two data sources to cover the whole 1967–2016 time window.
The non-stationary version of the SSM is slightly different from the original specification
of Nielsen and Berg (2014) in that we allow for a different process variance for the survival
of the “plus-group” (σ2P ) and we consider a single observation variance across all ages for the
commercial catches (σ2C) and for the survey indices (σ
2
I ), this for parsimony reasons.
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The fishing mortalities Fa,t follow a (vector) random walk on the natural logarithm scale: logF3,t...
logF9+,t
 =
 logF3,t−1...
logF9+,t−1
+ ξt, ∀t = 2, . . . , T,
where the ξts are i.i.d. multivariate normal with zero mean vector and covariance matrix Σ
describing dependence across age classes akin to a first-order autoregressive process AR(1):
Σa,a′ = ρ
|a−a′| · σFaσFa′
for ages a and a′. A distinct variance parameter is set for the first age class σ2Fa=3 , while
all other age classes share the same process error variance σ2Fa≥4 . The dynamics of the true
abundance Na,t vary between ages. For the youngest age class a = 3 we have a random walk
on the log scale
logN3,t = logN3,t−1 + η3,t,
where η3,t are i.i.d. N(0, σ
2
R) ∀t ≥ 2. Then, for 4 ≤ a ≤ 9, the equation
logNa,t = logNa−1,t−1 − Fa−1,t−1 −Ma−1,t−1 + ηa,t,
specifies the survival of fish of intermediate ages by tracking cohorts through time, where
Ma,t denotes the natural mortality rate (all other causes except fishing) and ηa,t are i.i.d.
N(0, σ2N) ∀t ≥ 2. Natural mortality rates are obtained from other data sources such as
stomach samples, and are considered a fixed covariate here (set to 0.2 for all ages and years).
Finally, for the largest age class a = 10+ we consider the additional survival of fish in the
oldest “plus-group” from the previous year:
logN10+,t =
log
[
N9,t−1 exp
{− F9+,t−1 −M9,t−1}+N10+,t−1 exp{− F9+,t−1 −M10+,t−1}]+ η10+,t,
where η10+,t are i.i.d. N(0, σ
2
P ) ∀t ≥ 2. As in the original specification of Nielsen and Berg
(2014), no distribution is explicitly specified for the initial states. This can be thought of
as hθ being an extremely wide uniform density, with the dynamics mainly driving the state
predictions.
Regarding observed variables, the Baranov (1918) catch equation for the total annual
commercial catch Ca,t is adapted as
logCa,t = log
[
Fa,t
Za,t
{
1− exp(−Za,t)
}
Na,t
]
+ Ca,t,
where Za,t = Fa,t + Ma,t is the total mortality rate and 
C
a,t are i.i.d. N(0, σ
2
C), for a =
3, . . . , 10+ and t = 1, . . . , T − 1. Commercial catch data is indeed only available up to year
2015. Finally, the survey indices of relative abundance Ia,t are linked to the total mortality
and true abundance through
log Ia,t = log
[
qa · exp
{
−Za,t · #days
365
}
·Na,t
]
+ Ia,t,
where qa is known as a catchability coefficient as it scales the relative index to the true
abundance by how likely a fish of a given age can be caught, #days stands for the number
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of days into the year the survey has been conducted (#days/365 = 0.622 here), and Ia,t are
i.i.d. N(0, σ2I ). The catchability coefficients are different for all six age classes a = 3, . . . , 8+,
while the time index t only spans the years 1992–2016.
Overall, all error terms are Gaussian on the log scale, but relations are highly non-linear.
The p-dimensional parameter to estimate is
θ = (σFa=3 , σFa≥4 , ρ, σR, σN , σP , σC , qa=3, . . . , qa=8+, σI)
>,
with p = 14. Regarding the stationary version of the model, random walks are replaced by
first-order autoregressive processes with non-zero stationary expectations, and some survival
equations are modified so as to derive a stationary distribution (log-normal on the original
scale). In the stationary version more parameters need to be estimated, such as the fishing
mortality stationary mean for each age class, so that p = 26 in this case; see Appendix S3
for details.
4.2 Simulation design
For both versions of the SSM, we simulate 500 replicates both at the assumed model and
under contamination (see below), and compare our robust estimator to the MLE in each
scenario. On the one hand, the goal at the model is to ensure that the robust estimator is
not biased relative to the MLE, i.e. the Fisher consistency correction step is effective. On the
other hand, the purpose of contaminating the data is to study the reliability of the robust
estimator in the presence of deviations from model assumptions. To simulate samples at
the model, we use the robust estimates of θ from the North Sea pollock data. Table S1
in Appendix S4 reports these values along with the starting values we used for the MLE.
Regarding the initial states, since the non-stationary version of the model leaves them free, we
fix them in this case to the estimated values from an initial run of Model D on the North Sea
pollock data (accessible at stockassessment.org). These fixed initial states are only used for
simulating data, they are not part of the model fitted to data, both here and in Section 5. In
the case of the stationary version, we simulate the initial states from the stationary invariant
distribution.
Our contamination scheme is meant to somewhat mimic what we observe in the North
Sea pollock data: we select a single year, the year 2000, and subtract a constant value (of
4) from the realized log-catches of the recruits logCa=3,t, while enforcing a floor at 1 to
retain realistic values. Hence we contaminate only part of the observation vector Y t, leaving
the survey indices untouched. By modifying only a single age class in a single year the
overall contamination proportion is 1/542 u 0.2%, taking into account the missing values
in Ca,t and Ia,t. With simulated logCa=3,t values typically around 8 surrounding the year
2000, subtracting 4 is sufficient to create a noticeable bias in the MLE. We note that the
contamination proportion could be increased, affecting other components of the observation
vector, but only up to a certain point: the breakdown point of our proposed robust estimator
is likely no better than the 1/p benchmark (i.e. 1/14 u 7.1% for the non-stationary version
of the model) set by M -estimators in simpler models such as linear regression.
We use the proposed SSH ρ function which satisfies (A1), while (A2)–(A6) are satisfied by
the stationary version of the model if we concede that the additive Gaussian error terms for
X are supported on a compact set, a concession which is often (implicitly) made in the liter-
ature, e.g. in non-parametric statistics. A compact state space is arguably realistic here since
both the fish stock abundance Na,t and the fishing mortality Fa,t are bounded by finite natu-
ral resources. We could make this explicit in the model by considering a truncated Gaussian
distribution, but without information about where to truncate we would typically truncate
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far out in the tails (say, beyond ±10 for a standard Gaussian). So the results would end being
practically identical to those presented here with a non-truncated Gaussian distribution. We
tune the robust estimator to achieve around 90% empirical efficiency based on the MAD for all
likelihood contributions. Due to the various scale parameters, we set six different tuning con-
stants, one for each of the following likelihood contributions: (logF3,t, . . . , logF9+,t)
>; logN3,t;
logNa,t for 4 ≤ a ≤ 9; logN10+,t; (logC3,t, . . . , logC10+,t)>; and (log I3,t, . . . , log I8+,t)>. The
resulting c values are (1.2, 2.3, 1.0, 1.3, 1.3, 2.9) and (2.0, 2.2, 1.5, 1.5, 1.2, 2.9) for the non-
stationary and stationary model, respectively.
The MLE serves as a starting point and the optimization in Step 1 is done in two steps with
decreasing c (see Section 3.3). We use B = 1000 replicates for the Monte Carlo approximation
of the Fisher consistency correction term.
Our implementation and all simulations are performed in R version 3.4.3 (R Core Team,
2017) with TMB version 1.7.12. Documented code, including TMB templates, is readily
available on the first author’s GitHub page.
4.3 Simulation results
Figure 2 presents boxplots of ML and robust estimates of selected parameters, both at the
assumed model and under contamination. For each version of the model, the two selected
parameters are the ones for which the MLE is the least and most biased under contamination.
This serves as an illustration, while Figures S1 and S2 in Appendix S4 display similar boxplots
for all elements of θ, respectively for the non-stationary model and for the stationary version,
with the addition of the uncorrected robust estimator θ˜
[1]
T computed at the model to show
how effective the one-step correction in Step 3 is. At the assumed model, both sets of
estimates are well-centered, with the exception perhaps of φF and φR in the stationary
version whose slight underestimation is likely due to the small sample size (T = 50). The
robust estimates are generally more variable than the MLE, as is typically expected. The
uncorrected robust estimator shows some slight bias only for a few parameters, this being
because of the high efficiency aimed for, resulting in rather high tuning constant values.
Under contamination, not all parameters are biased when estimated by ML, this being due to
our particular contamination scheme affecting only logCa=3,t at a single time point. But the
robust estimates are systematically closer to the true parameter values and with variability
often similar to that of estimates at the model.
Figure 3 below and Figure S3 in Appendix S4 present boxplots of root MSE (RMSE) of
in-sample predictions of the unobserved states X t as computed from the Laplace approx-
imation for the non-stationary and the stationary version of the model, respectively. The
ML predictions (left column) are based on the maximization of the SSM likelihood in (1),
akin to posterior modes, while the robust ones (right column) are obtained by maximizing
the robustified likelihood in (3), both given their respective estimates for θ. The RMSEs are
computed by averaging squared differences over the entire X t vector for t = 1, . . . , T , so that
each boxplot corresponds to a given year and represents the 500 replicates. At the assumed
model, the robust predictions tend to vary slightly more than the ML ones, especially for
the non-stationary version. This is expected given the general loss of efficiency, but it could
also be due to the fact that the posterior modes derived from p˜θ(x0:T |y1:T ) do not coincide
in general with those coming from the nominal pθ(x0:T ,y1:T ). Correcting the robust state
predictions is out of scope of the paper, as we focus on the estimation of θ, but we note that
any prediction bias due to not correcting seems quite marginal in our simulations. Com-
paring with the contamination scenario, it is clear that ML-based predictions get heavily
biased around the contaminated year 2000 (grey-colored box). The Markovian dynamics of
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Figure 2: Boxplots of ML and robust estimates for those parameters where the MLE is least/most
biased under contamination, for the non-stationary and stationary versions of the model, at the
assumed model and under contamination. The red horizontal solid line is the true parameter value.
The vertical scale is manually set for better visualization, some points (both ML and Robust) not
shown.
X are likely responsible for how local this bias appears. By contrast, the RMSEs of robust
predictions are comparable between the two scenarios, hinting that the unobserved states
can be predicted in a robust way along with the estimates for θ.
The robustness weights represented by ρ′ are also worth investigating. At the model,
under the non-stationary version, a weight of 1 happens for at least 98% of all likelihood
contributions, replicates and time points, while the 1% empirical quantile is 0.979. Under the
stationary version, the 1% quantile is exactly 1. In other words, at the model the robustness
weights are nearly always 1, meaning that the ρ function rarely affects estimation. Under
contamination, the weights on the contributions of logFa,t, logNa,t and log Ia,t are still very
high: for the non-stationary model, at least 97% over all replications and time points equal
1, while the 2% quantile is 0.966. For the stationary version, the 2% and 1% quantiles are
1 and 0.997, respectively. However, the weights on logCa,t show a distinct pattern under
contamination. Table S2 in Appendix S4 presents quartiles of the weights for the recruits
(a = 3) over three consecutive years. The contaminated year 2000 shows systematically
low weights while nearby years do not, nor do the same years at the model. This is clear
evidence that the robust method is able to detect the deviating observations. By effectively
downweighting them, we obtain reliable estimates and predictions as presented above.
5 North Sea pollock stock assessment
We now apply the proposed robust estimator to the assessment of the pollock fishery in the
North Sea. The pollock stock covers Division IIIa and Subareas IV and VI as defined by
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Figure 3: Boxplots of RMSE of predicted states Xt for the non-stationary version of the model,
based on ML (left column) and robust (right column) methods, at the assumed model (top row)
and under contamination (bottom row). The box corresponding to the contaminated year 2000 is
colored in grey. The vertical scale is manually set for better visualization, some points (both ML
and Robust) are not shown.
ICES, see Figure S4 in Appendix S5. The yearly total commercial catches Ca,t and survey
indices of relative abundance Ia,t are only available for selected years within the 1967–2016
window, see Appendix S3 for details. Additional information about the pollock stock can
be found in ICES (2015, p. 495). We again stress that the non-stationary (original) SSM
is a real-life model used for the assessment of fish stocks and directly contributes to the
science-based management of fisheries.
We fit both versions of the SSM to the North Sea pollock data and compare outputs
from the ML and robust methods. The SSH ρ function tuning constant values are the same
as in the simulations of Section 4 and we generate B = 5000 samples for the Monte Carlo
approximation of bT (θ). Table S3 in Appendix S5 reports computation times with a laptop
housing a 2.9 GHz CPU: while the simulation-based correction step for the robust estimator
can be lengthy depending on the value of B, the optimizations over θ take at most a few
seconds with these data. Table S4 in Appendix S5 reports the estimates and standard errors
for both methods and both model versions. Standard errors for the robust estimates are
based on the uncorrected estimates and are solely given for reference. Overall, the estimates
are qualitatively comparable for the two estimation methods. This means that no significant
deviations from model assumptions seem to draw the MLE to arbitrary values and that such
estimates may thus be trusted.
The state predictions show a more nuanced message, they are presented in Figure 4 below
for the non-stationary version of the model and in Figure S5 in Appendix S5 for the stationary
version. The colored curves represent the point-wise predictions for the two components
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of X, the fishing mortality rate Fa,t and the abundance Na,t, while the shaded envelopes
are constructed as [prediction ± 2 × standard error] on the log scale with the bounds then
exponentiated back to the original scale of Fa,t and Na,t. These envelopes are not intended
for inference but are displayed to give a sense of the variability around predictions. While
in general the ML and robust predictions tend to agree, there are a few instances where
they differ markedly under the non-stationary model (indicated by red circles in the figure):
before 1970 the robust predictions for Fa,t are rather constant while the corresponding ML
predictions feature a trough in 1968; in the mid-1970s the peak in recruits is much sharper for
ML predictions than for robust ones; also in the mid-1970s, fishing mortalities are predicted
at higher levels according to the ML method. While these differences may seem subtle, they
can have important consequences since a strikingly abundant cohort gives the impression the
fish stock is in good health and can withstand further fishing pressure. Under the stationary
model, predictions are quite similar between methods but standard errors are often larger
for robust estimates, hinting at less confidence in the predicted trajectories.
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Figure 4: North Sea pollock data ML and robust predictions of X (on the original scale) for
the non-stationary version of the model. The colored envelope are interpolated point-wise intervals
constructed as [prediction±2×standard error] on the log scale with the bounds then exponentiated
back to the original scale of Fa,t and Na,t. The circles indicate where the predictions differ markedly
between the two methods.
The robustness weights can shed light on the discrepancies between model outputs. The
weights pertaining to the unobserved states are all virtually equal to 1, the ones corresponding
to the observations are shown in the top and middle rows of Figure S6 in Appendix S5. Three
data points are heavily downweighted under the non-stationary model, they are circled in the
two bottom panels where the observed log catches time series are shown for all age classes
within selected time windows. Two of these downweighted data points happen in 1968 and
seem unusually low given the local trends. These two points are responsible for the “kink”
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in ML predictions for Fa,t prior to 1970 in Figure 4. The robust method, by downweighting
these two points, thus yields predictions that are more stable around those years. The third
downweighted observation happens in 1976, it appears as a sudden peak in the recruits while
other age classes do not show such a peak. The fact that this abundant cohort cannot be
traced through the catches of older fish in the following years casts doubt on the validity of
this particular data point. The robust method downweights it and this results in the much
subdued peak of predicted abundance as seen in Figure 4.
It is commonly known that commercial catches were not reported and recorded in a
reliable way until the early 1980s for many fish stocks in the North Sea. Under the non-
stationary model, the robustness weights objectively identify a few observations that seem
to confirm this narrative. We note that the same observations do not receive particularly
low weights under the stationary model. This means that this different model is somehow
flexible enough to accommodate these data points. Observations are indeed only outlying
given a model and its specific assumptions.
6 Discussion and future directions
We have introduced a robust and consistent estimation method for SSMs, including both
a novel SSH ρ function that does not require a compact observation outcome space and a
simulation-based procedure to tune the robustness-efficiency tradeoff. The setting is quite
general, requiring mainly that densities are available analytically. In addition, our proposed
implementation utilizes state-of-the-art AD and the Laplace approximation to balance gen-
erality, computational cost and ease of programming. The motivating North Sea pollock
fishery assessment illustrates how the robust method can identify atypical observations and
limit their impact, guaranteeing reliable conclusions. Our simulations and application show
that not only do parameter estimates remain reliable with contaminated data, but in-sample
state predictions arising from the Laplace approximation (as posterior modes) also benefit
from our robustification. Further work is needed to assess whether this is simply a byproduct
of robust estimates of θ or if the proposed method may yield robust state predictions for
any given θ. Whether this would extend to robust filtering, as in Calvet et al. (2015), and
to out-of-sample forecasting is an also open question. In addition, combining our robust
estimation method with a robust filter represents important future research.
The simulation-based tuning of our proposed robust method is somewhat laborious due
to the application of ρ on the log-likelihood scale. The efficiency-robustness tradeoff will
invariably depend on the model and design, but some standardization of the log-likelihood
contributions could simplify the choice of the c values. Also, the consistency and robustness
properties we studied rely on the exact evaluation of the robust scores s˜(θ;y1:T ). We plan
to further study how the Laplace approximation involved in our proposed implementation
may impact such properties. We note that such a study is in fact lacking in the literature
even for ML estimation. Finally, we observed that our simulations show similar performance
of the robust estimator for both non-stationary and stationary SSMs. This encourages the
extension of some results to non-stationary processes, allowing a certain broader applicability
of the method.
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Appendix S1: Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 in the main body of the paper can be summarized as follows: first,
we show that the uncorrected robustified marginal score s˜(θ;y1:T ) can be written as a sum
of random variables; second, we prove that the summands are approximately stationary and
ergodic; third, using Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem we show that s˜(θ;y1:T ) converges to a non-
random function; finally, we wrap-up the proof by showing that the correction term bT (θ)
guarantees unbiased estimating equations asymptotically.
We start by finding a more tractable expression for s˜(θ;y1:T ). Let
h˜θ(x) = exp
[
ρc
{
log hθ(x)
}]
f˜θ(x,x
′) = exp
[
ρc
{
log fθ(x,x
′)
}]
g˜θ(x,y) = exp
[
ρc
{
log gθ(x,y)
}]
,
so that
p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T ) = h˜θ(x0)
T∏
t=1
f˜θ(xt−1,xt)g˜θ(xt,yt).
The functions f˜ , g˜ and h˜ are not proper densities since they do not integrate to one in
general. That said, given that we will correct for Fisher consistency, we can ignore the
normalization constants thanks to (A1)(iii) and will hereafter consider p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T ) as if it
is a density function. Note that the normalizing constant needed to make p˜ a proper density
cancels out in the robustified conditional densities which appear below in Lemma 1 and 2.
Let p˜θ(y1:T ) =
∫
X(T+1)
p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T ) dx0:T . The following lemma yields a result analogous to
the Fisher identity (see e.g. Douc et al., 2014, Appendix D).
Lemma 1. Under (A1),
s˜(θ;y1:T ) = E˜θ [χ(x0,θ)|y1:T ] +
T∑
t=1
E˜θ [α(xt−1,xt,θ)|y1:T ] +
T∑
t=1
E˜θ [β(xt,yt,θ)|y1:T ] ,
where E˜θ[·|y1:T ] denotes the conditional expectation involving the robustified density of the
states given the observations p˜θ(x0:T |y1:T ) = p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T )/p˜θ(y1:T ) and
χ(x,θ) =
∂
∂θ
log h˜θ(x),
α(x,x′,θ) =
∂
∂θ
log f˜θ(x,x
′),
β(x,y,θ) =
∂
∂θ
log g˜θ(x,y).
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Proof. From the product chain rule for differentiation, we have
∂p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T )
∂θ
= p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T )
∂ log p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T )
∂θ
= p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T )
{
∂
∂θ
log h˜θ(x0) +
∂
∂θ
T∑
t=1
log f˜θ(xt−1,xt)
+
∂
∂θ
T∑
t=1
log g˜θ(xt,yt)
}
.
Given the definition of the conditional robustified density p˜θ(x0:T |y1:T ), by exchanging the
order of integration and differentiation we obtain
s˜(θ;y1:T ) =
∂
∂θ
log p˜θ(y1:T )
=
(
p˜θ(y1:T )
)−1 ∂
∂θ
∫
X(T+1)
p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T ) dx0:T
=
∫
X(T+1)
∂p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T )
∂θ
p˜θ(x0:T |y1:T )
p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T )
dx0:T
=
∫
X(T+1)
∂ log p˜θ(x0:T ,y1:T )
∂θ
p˜θ(x0:T |y1:T ) dx0:T
= E˜θ [χ(x0,θ)|y1:T ] +
T∑
t=1
E˜θ [α(xt−1,xt,θ)|y1:T ] +
T∑
t=1
E˜θ [β(xt,yt,θ)|y1:T ] .
Lemma 1 shows that the uncorrected robustified marginal score can be written as a sum of
random variables. We now turn to showing that each summand is approximately stationary.
The following lemma introduces a necessary conditioning on an initial and an end point.
Lemma 2. Under (A1), the conditional robustified density p˜θ(xm:n|xm−1,xn+1,ym:n) corre-
sponds to an inhomogeneous Markov chain for 0 < m < n < T .
Proof. The conditional robustified density of xm:n given x0:(m−1), x(n+1):T and y1:T is pro-
portional to f˜θ(xn,xn+1)
∏n
t=m f˜θ(xt−1,xt)g˜θ(xt,yt) since the other terms in p˜θ(x0:T ,y0:T )
do not contain xn:m. As such it is independent of x0:(m−1), x(n+2):T , y1:(m−1) and y(n+1):T .
In other words, thanks to the Markov property and conditional independence, it is sufficient
to condition on contiguous x’s and contemporaneous y’s. We thus denote this conditional
robustified density by p˜θ(xm:n|xm−1,xn+1,ym:n). Moreover, for m ≤ k ≤ n
p˜θ(xk|x(m−1):(k−1),xn+1,ym:n)
=
∫
p˜θ(xk:n|x(m−1):(k−1),xn+1,ym:n) dx(k+1):n
= f˜θ(xk−1,xk)g˜θ(xk,yk)
∫
f˜θ(xn,xn+1)
∏n
t=k+1 f˜θ(xt−1,xt)g˜θ(xt,yt) dx(k+1):n∫
f˜θ(xn,xn+1)
∏n
t=k f˜θ(xt−1,xt)g˜θ(xt,yt) dxk:n
. (1)
Equation (1) provides the forward transition densities of an inhomogeneous Markov chain
for k > m. These densities are independent of xm−1 apart from the initial density which is
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given for k = m. Similarly we can compute the backward transition densities:
p˜θ(xk|x(k+1):(n+1),xm−1,ym:n)
=
∫
p˜θ(xm:k|x(k+1):(n+1),xm−1,ym:n) dxm:(k−1)
=
f˜θ(xk,xk+1)
∫ ∏k
t=m f˜θ(xt−1,xt)g˜θ(xt,yt) dxm:(k−1)∫
f˜θ(xk,xk+1)
∏k
t=m f˜θ(xt−1,xt)g˜θ(xt,yt) dxm:k
. (2)
We now show that the inhomogeneous Markov chain in Lemma 2 “forgets” the values at
both initial and end points as the lags increase.
Lemma 3. Under (A1)–(A3), for m ≤ k ≤ n and any xm−1, xn+1, and ym:n,∥∥p˜θ(xk|xm−1,xn+1,ym:n)− p˜θ(xk|x′m−1,x′n+1,ym:n)∥∥TV ≤ 2 max(τ k−m+1, τn−k+1),
where || · ||TV denotes the total variation norm and τ = 1− σ˜−/σ˜+, where
σ˜− = inf
θ∈Θ
inf
x,x′∈X
f˜θ(x,x
′) and σ˜+ = sup
θ∈Θ
sup
x,x′∈X
f˜θ(x,x
′).
Proof. Since X is compact by (A2) and fθ is uniformly bounded under (A3), the mapping
defining f˜θ is uniformly continuous under (A1) so that uniform boundedness is preserved:
0 < σ˜− ≤ f˜θ(x,x′) ≤ σ˜+ <∞.
It follows from Lemma 2 that
p˜θ(xk|xk−1,xn+1,yk:n) ≥
σ˜−
σ˜+
hk(xk|xn+1,yk:n),
where
hk(xk|xn+1,yk:n)
=
g˜θ(xk,yk)
∫
f˜θ(xn,xn+1)
∏n
t=k+1 f˜θ(xt−1,xt)g˜θ(xt,yt) dx(k+1):n∫ ∏n
t=k f˜θ(xt−1,xt)g˜θ(xt,yt) dxk:n
is a probability density that does not depend on xk−1. Note that this result, along with
Lemma 2, can be seen as an extension of Lemma 1 of Douc et al. (2004). Hence, by standard
results for uniformly minorized Markov chains (see e.g. Lindvall, 1992, Chapter III), it follows
that ∥∥p˜θ(xk|xm−1,xn+1,ym:n)− p˜θ(xk|x′m−1,xn+1,ym:n)∥∥TV ≤ τ k−m+1.
Similarly,
p˜θ(xk|xm−1,xk+1,ym:k) ≥
σ˜−
σ˜+
h¯k(xk|xm−1,ym:k),
where h¯k(xk|xm−1,ym:k) is another probability density which does not depend on xk+1. This
implies that ∥∥p˜θ(xk|xm−1,xn+1,ym:n)− p˜θ(xk|xm−1,x′n+1,ym:n)∥∥TV ≤ τn−k+1.
Hence by combining these two results, we obtain for m ≤ k ≤ n∥∥p˜θ(xk|xm−1,xn+1,ym:n)− p˜θ(xk|x′m−1,x′n+1,ym:n)∥∥TV ≤ 2 max(τ k−m+1, τn−k+1).
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This geometric rate of decay for the total variation distance between two conditional
densities differing by their initial and end points means in particular that the influence of
the initial states X0 vanishes as k →∞.
We now show that E˜θ [β(xt,yt,θ)|y1:T ] can be approximated by a stationary process,
with similar arguments applying to E˜θ [α(xt−1,xt,θ)|y1:T ]. For s > 0 and an arbitrary
(albeit fixed) value x? ∈ X, we define the following stochastic process:
ξk,s = ξs,θ,x?(y(k−s):(k+s))
=
∫
β(xk,yk,θ)p˜θ(xk|xk−s−1 = xk+s+1 = x?,y(k−s):(k+s)) dxk.
Note that ξk,s is defined for any k ∈ Z and any (doubly-infinite) y ∈ YZ because the con-
ditional robustified density p˜θ(xn:m|xm−1,xn+1,yn:m) is defined for any n < m, i.e. without
the restrictions 0 < m and n < T , by the formula at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2.
Lemma 4. Under (A1)–(A3), the process ξk,s is stationary and ergodic if Y is stationary
and ergodic, and
sup
y1:T∈YT
∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1
E˜θ [β(xt,yt,θ)|y1:T ]−
T−s∑
k=s
ξk,s
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2(s+ Tτ s+1) supx∈X supy∈Y supθ∈Θ |β(x,y,θ)|.
Moreover, for any u > s and any k ∈ Z
sup
yk−u,k+u
|ξk,s − ξk,u| ≤ 2τ s+1 sup
x∈X
sup
y∈Y
sup
θ∈Θ
|β(x,y,θ)|.
Proof. First, for any s > 0, ξk,s is stationary and ergodic for any stationary and ergodic
process (Y k)k∈Z because the sequence subsetting and integration in the definition of ξk,s
above preserve such properties. We note that, by Lemma 1 of Leroux (1992), under (A3)
(Y k)k∈Z is stationary and ergodic under the assumed (nominal) SSM represented by Pθ, for
all θ ∈ Θ. Next, for any 0 < m ≤ k ≤ n < T it holds
p˜θ(xk|y1:T ) =
∫
p˜θ(xk|xm−1,xn+1,y1:T )p˜θ(xm−1,xn+1|y1:T ) dxm−1 dxn+1
=
∫
p˜θ(xk|xm−1,xn+1,yn:m)p˜θ(xm−1,xn+1|y1:T ) dxm−1 dxn+1.
Lemma 3 implies that for any s > 0, any s ≤ k ≤ T − s and some fixed x? ∈ X∥∥p˜θ(xk|y1:T )− p˜θ(xk|xk−s−1 = xk+s+1 = x?,y(k−s):(k+s))∥∥TV ≤ 2τ s+1.
It then follows that
sup
y1:T∈YT
∣∣∣E˜θ [β(xk,yk,θ)|y1:T ]− ξk,s∣∣∣ ≤ 2τ s+1 sup
x∈X
sup
y∈Y
sup
θ∈Θ
|β(x,y,θ)|,
which implies the first claim after summation. Note that the supremum of β(x,y,θ) is
guaranteed to be finite under (A1) and (A3). The second claim follows similarly.
By Lemma 4, ξk = lims→∞ ξk,s exists since (ξk,s)s∈N is a Cauchy sequence and
sup
y−∞:∞
|ξk,s − ξk| ≤ 2τ s+1 sup
x∈X
sup
y∈Y
sup
θ∈Θ
|β(x,y,θ)|.
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Lemma 4 also shows that E˜θ [β(xt,yt,θ)|y1:T ] is approximately stationary and ergodic which
allows us to invoke Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem to obtain
lim inf
T→∞
1
T
T∑
t=1
E˜θ [β(xt,yt,θ)|y1:T ] ≥ E[ξ1,s]− 2τ s+1 sup
x∈X
sup
y∈Y
sup
θ∈Θ
|β(x,y,θ)|, a.s.,
where the expectation on the right-hand side is with respect to the distribution of any
stationary and ergodic Y process. In particular, it applies to the distribution of Y under
the assumed SSM. Combined with the analog inequality for the limit superior, it follows that
the almost sure limit of 1
T
∑T
t=1 E˜θ [β(xt,yt,θ)|y1:T ] for T →∞ exists and is equal to E[ξ1].
Similar arguments apply to α(xt−1,xt,θ) so that we can conclude that under (A1)–(A4)
T−1s˜(θ;y1:T ) converges to a non-random function as T → ∞. This non-random function
is the expectation E[ζ(θ;Y 0,Y ±1,Y ±2, . . .)] taken under the invariant distribution of some
(doubly-infinite) stationary and ergodic Y process, where ζ : Θ × YZ → Rp is a bounded
measurable function.
Finally, we turn to the corrected robustified score. Under (A1)–(A4), the convergence of
the correction term bT (θ) follows from the results above and Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem:
lim
T→∞
T−1bT (θ) = lim
T→∞
T−1 Eθ [s˜(θ;y1:T )] = Eθ[ζ(θ;Y 0,Y ±1,Y ±2, . . .)].
If we set
ζ?(θ;Y 0,Y ±1,Y ±2, . . .) = ζ(θ;Y 0,Y ±1,Y ±2, . . .)− lim
T→∞
T−1bT (θ),
the (normalized) corrected robustified score T−1s˜?(θ;y1:T ) = T
−1(s˜(θ;y1:T ) − bT (θ)) thus
converges a.s. to
E[ζ?(θ;Y 0,Y ±1,Y ±2, . . .)] =
∫
ζ?(θ;y0,y±1,y±2, . . .) P(dy)
which is bounded for any stationary and ergodic Y . This applies in particular to the
marginal distribution of Y under the assumed SSM so that the corrected robust estima-
tor admits the statistical functional representation S?(P) defined as the solution in θ to∫
ζ?(θ;y0,y±1,y±2, . . .) P(dy) = 0. The latter satisfies S?(Pθ) = θ for all θ ∈ Θ by con-
struction, hence the robust estimator is Fisher consistent.
Appendix S2: Proof of Theorem 2
The proof of Theorem 2 in the main body of the paper amounts to verifying the conditions
of Theorem 4.2 of Martin and Yohai (1986). Our setting is slightly different from theirs in
that our ζ? function depends on both past and future observations (Y is a doubly infinite
sequence, see e.g. the definition of ξk,s in the proof of Theorem 1 above). But apart from
minor notation changes this does not impact their results and proof.
Conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 4.2 of Martin and Yohai (1986, p. 792) are directly
equivalent to our (A5) and (A6), respectively. Conditions (c), (d) and (e) in Theorem 4.2 of
Martin and Yohai (1986) follow from the definition of ζ?, see in particular the properties of
ξk,s derived in Lemma 3 and 4 above. The expression for the IF given in Theorem 2 then
follows from Equation (4.2), (4.2’) and (4.6) of Martin and Yohai (1986).
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In the case of patchy outliers with arbitrary but fixed patch length k, the existence of
lim↓0 EPθ [ζ
?(θ;Y 0,Y

±1,Y

±2, . . .)]/ is guaranteed by Theorem 4.2 of Martin and Yohai
(1986). By their Equation (4.8) and (4.8’) we obtain the particular representation of the IF:
IF(PW , S?,Pθ) = −1
k
M(θ)−1
∞∑
j=−∞
E
[
ζ?(θ;Y 0−∞:(j−k),W (j−k+1):j,Y
0
(j+1):∞)
]
,
where the expectation is taken under the joint distribution of Y and W (recall that W is
assumed stationary and ergodic). Because ζ? is bounded, it is thus clear that the IF is itself
bounded as long as k is fixed.
Appendix S3: Stationary Version of the North Sea Pol-
lock Assessment Model
We describe here the modifications made to the dynamics of the unobserved states to create
a stationary version of the North Sea pollock stock assessment model used in the simulation
study of Section 4 and for the real data example in Section 5. The observation equations for
Ca,t and Ia,t remain unchanged. We stress that these modifications are made solely to define
a stationary model and we acknowledge that the resulting dynamics may not be as realistic
as the original ones from a marine ecology point of view.
Recall that the vector of unobserved states at year t is
X t = (logF3,t, . . . , logF9+,t, logN3,t, . . . , logN10+,t)
>,
with dimension q = 15, where Fa,t is the unitless fishing mortality (instantaneous) rate and
Na,t denotes the abundance of fish as counts. The vector of observations at year t is
Y t = (logC3,t, . . . , logC10+,t, log I3,t, . . . , log I8+,t)
>,
with dimension r = 14, where Ca,t represents the total commercial catches (as counts) and
Ia,t is a unitless index of relative abundance coming from surveys with a standardized fishing
effort.
The fishing mortality Fa,t now follows an AR(1) on the log scale with age-specific sta-
tionary mean: logF3,t...
logF9+,t
 =
 (1− φF )λa=3 + φF logF3,t−1...
(1− φF )λa=9+ + φF logF9+,t−1
+ ξt, ∀t = 1, . . . , T,
where λa is the stationary invariant expectation of logFa,t as t → ∞ for a = 3, . . . , 9+, the
constraint |φF | < 1 is enforced in the estimation, and the ξts have the same multivariate
normal distribution with covariance Σ. The initial state distribution at t = 1 corresponds
to the stationary multivariate Gaussian with expectation vector λ = (λa=3, . . . , λa=9+)
>
and covariance Σ/(1 − φ2F ). The stationary means λ and AR coefficient φF are additional
parameters to estimate.
Regarding the true abundance Na,t, for the youngest age class a = 3 we specify an AR(1)
on the log scale with stationary mean γ:
logN3,t = (1− φR)γ + φR logN3,t−1 + η3,t,
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where the η3,ts again are i.i.d. N(0, σ
2
R). The initial state is given by the stationary Gaussian
distribution with mean γ and variance σ2R/(1−φ2R), where γ and φR are additional parameters
to estimate.
For 4 ≤ a ≤ 9, we have the modified survival equation
logNa,t = φN
(
logNa−1,t−1 − Fa−1,t−1 −Ma−1,t−1
)
+ ηa,t, (3)
where φN ∈ (−1,+1) tunes the magnitude of the stationary means of logNa,t across age
classes based on the value of γ, and ηa,t are again i.i.d. N(0, σ
2
N). The stationary distribution
of this process does not admit a tractable density and moments because of the stochasticity
in Fa−1,t−1, resulting in a linear combination of independent Gaussian and non-independent
log-normally distributed random variables. We thus assume a Gaussian distribution with
matching moments as an approximation to the stationary distribution for the initial states,
see the next section for details.
Finally, for the largest age class a = 10+ we add the abundance numbers on the log scale
so as to preserve some linearity and consider autoregressive dynamics:
logN10+,t = φN
(
logN9,t−1 − F9+,t−1 −M9,t−1
)
+ φP
(
logN10+,t−1 − F9+,t−1 −M10+,t−1
)
+ η10+,t, (4)
where φP is constrained within (−1,+1) and the η10+,ts are i.i.d. N(0, σ2P ). The stationary
distribution is again not tractable and we consider an approximate Gaussian distribution for
the initial states, see the next section.
With these modified states dynamics, the parameter vector to estimate now is
θ = (λa=3, . . . , λa=9+, φF , σFa=3 , σFa≥4 , ρ, γ,
φR, σR, φN , σN , φP , σP , σC , qa=3, . . . , qa=8+, σI)
>
with p = 26.
Derivation and approximation of stationary distributions
The modified survival equations (3) and (4) above lead to stationary dynamics yet the in-
variant distributions and some moments seem intractable. We give here some details about
the derivation and the need for some approximations.
For the intermediate age classes 4 ≤ a ≤ 9, the autoregressive recursions and limit as
t→∞ of logN3,t lead to
logNa,t = φ
a−3
N φ
t−a+3
R logN3,0 + φ
a−3
N γ + φ
a−3
N
t−1∑
j=0
φjRη3,t−j−a+3
+
a−4∑
j=0
φjNηa−j,t−j −
a−3∑
j=1
φjN(Fa−j,t−j +Ma−j,t−j), (5)
with the limit being
lim
t→∞
logNa,t = φ
a−3
N γ + limt→∞
φa−3N
t−1∑
j=0
φjRη3,t−j−a+3
+ lim
t→∞
a−4∑
j=0
φjNηa−j,t−j − limt→∞
a−3∑
j=1
φjN(Fa−j,t−j +Ma−j,t−j). (6)
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Making use of the fact that the natural mortality is assumed here a fixed covariate constant
through time (Ma,t = Ma ∀t), the expectation taken over the joint distribution including
F = (F3, . . . , F9)
> is thus
E[logNa] = φa−3N γ −
a−3∑
j=1
φjN(E[Fa−j] +Ma−j)
and the variance is
Var[logNa] = φ
2(a−3)
N
σ2R
1− φ2R
+ σ2N
1− φ2(a−3)N
1− φ2N
+ lim
t→∞
a−3∑
j=1
a−3∑
i=1
φjNφ
i
N Cov[Fa−j,t−j, Fa−i,t−i]
= φ
2(a−3)
N
σ2R
1− φ2R
+ σ2N
1− φ2(a−3)N
1− φ2N
+
a−3∑
j=1
a−3∑
i=1
φjNφ
i
N exp
(
λa−j + λa−i +
σ2Fa−j + σ
2
Fa−i
2(1− φ2F )
)
×
(
exp
(
φ
|i−j|
F ρ
|i−j|σFa−jσFa−i
1− φ2F
)
− 1
)
,
where the last term is derived from
lim
t→∞
Cov[logFa−i,t−i, logFa−j,t−j] = φ
|i−j|
F Cov[logFa−j, logFa−i]
= φ
|i−j|
F Σa−i,a−j/(1− φ2F ).
In Equation (6), a linear combination of non-independent log-normal and independent
Gaussian random variables does not admit a distribution with an analytical density. There-
fore the stationary distribution of Na,t, and in particular its expectation, cannot easily be
derived. A simple way to approximate it is by assuming logNa,t is Gaussian, in effect ne-
glecting the stochasticity in F , so that Na,t is approximated by a log-normal with matching
mean and variance. We thus obtain the approximated expectation
E[Na] u exp
(
E[logNa] + Var[logNa]/2
)
.
Simulations (not presented here) have shown that the bias due to this approximation is
negligible given the simulation design in the main body of the paper, with samples of varying
size up to T = 10 000 generated under the stationary model.
For the oldest age class a = 10 (dropping the 10+ notation here for legibility), the fact
that a = 9 is a plus group for the fishing mortalities and thus that Fa=9 = Fa=10, the
autoregressive recursions lead to
logN10,t = φ
t
P logN10,0 + φN
t−1∑
j=0
φjP (logN10−1,t−j−1 − F10−1,t−j−1 −M10−1,t−j−1)
−
t∑
j=1
φjP (F10,t−j +M10,t−j) +
t−1∑
j=0
φjPη10,t−j.
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Taking the limit yields
lim
t→∞
logN10,t = lim
t→∞
t−1∑
j=0
φjPη10,t−j − limt→∞
t∑
j=1
φjP (F10,t−j +M10,t−j)
+ lim
t→∞
φN
t−1∑
j=0
φjP (logN10−1,t−j−1 − F10−1,t−j−1 −M10−1,t−j−1)
= lim
t→∞
t−1∑
j=0
φjPη10,t−j − limt→∞
t∑
j=1
φjP (F10,t−j +M10,t−j)
+ lim
t→∞
t−1∑
j=0
φjP
[
φ10−3N γ + φ
10−3
N
t−j−2∑
k=0
φkRη3,t−j−k−10+3
+
10−4∑
k=1
φkNη10−k,t−j−k
−
10−3∑
k=1
φkN(F10−k,t−j−k +M10−k,t−j−k)
]
. (7)
The stationary expectation is thus
E[logN10] =
1
1− φP
(
φ10−3N γ − φP (E[F10] +M10)−
10−3∑
j=1
φjN(E[F10−j] +M10−j)
)
and the variance is
Var[logN10] =
σ2P
1− φ2P
+ σ2N
φ2N
1− φ2P
1− φ2(10−4)N
1− φ2N
+ σ2R
φ
2(10−3)
N
(φR − φP )2
(
φ2R
1− φ2R
+
φ2P
1− φ2P
− 2 φRφP
1− φRφP
)
+ lim
t→∞
Var
[
t∑
j=1
φjPF10,t−j +
t−1∑
j=0
φjP
10−3∑
k=1
φkNF10−k,t−j−k
]
=
σ2P
1− φ2P
+ σ2N
φ2N
1− φ2P
1− φ2(10−4)N
1− φ2N
+ σ2R
φ
2(10−3)
N
(φR − φP )2
(
φ2R
1− φ2R
+
φ2P
1− φ2P
− 2 φRφP
1− φRφP
)
+ lim
t→∞
t∑
j=1
t∑
i=1
φi+jP Cov[F10,t−j, F10,t−i]
+ lim
t→∞
t−1∑
j=0
t−1∑
i=0
φi+jP
10−3∑
k=1
10−3∑
l=1
φk+lN Cov[F10−k,t−j−k, F10−l,t−i−l]
+ 2 lim
t→∞
t∑
j=1
t−1∑
i=0
φi+jP
10−3∑
k=1
φkN Cov[F10,t−j, F10−k,t−i−k], (8)
where
lim
t→∞
Cov[Fa,t, Fb,t−s] = exp
(
λa + λb +
σ2Fa + σ
2
Fb
2(1− φ2F )
)(
exp
(
φ
|s|
F ρ
|a−b| σFaσFb
1− φ2F
)
− 1
)
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based on the fact that both logFa,t and logFb,t−s are Gaussian and that
lim
t→∞
Cov[logFa,t, logFb,t−s] = φ
|s|
F Σa,b/(1− φ2F ),
for 3 ≤ a, b ≤ 10 and for any integer s.
The last three terms of Var[logN10] in (8) involve infinite convergent sums for which
no general closed form is readily available due to the indices appearing in the exponential
function. Since the sums converge fairly quickly for all realistic values of φP and φN , they
can be approximated by truncating at some given t. Auxiliary simulations (not shown here)
confirmed that truncating such sums at t = 20 ensured negligible error given the simulation
design in the main body of the paper.
Again, in (7) logN10,t appears to be a sum of non-independent log-normal and indepen-
dent Gaussian random variables, the distribution for which no closed form exists to the best
of our knowledge. We thus use the same approximation of considering logN10,t as Gaussian
so that the stationary distribution of N10,t can be approximated by a log-normal distribution
with corresponding mean and variance. Hence, we obtain
E[N10] u exp
(
E[logN10] + Var[logN10]/2
)
.
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Appendix S4: Simulation Study Tables and Figures
Table 1: Simulation true parameter θ0 and starting values for the MLE, from both non-stationary
and stationary versions of the model.
Non-stationary model Stationary model
θ0 Starting value θ0 Starting value
λa=3 -1.80 -1.00
λa=4 -1.10 -1.00
λa=5 -0.92 -1.00
λa=6 -0.86 -1.00
λa=7 -0.78 -1.00
λa=8 -0.63 -1.00
λa=9+ -0.28 -1.00
φF 0.71 0.44
∗
σFa=3 0.20 1.00 0.44 1.00
σFa≥4 0.16 1.00 0.27 1.00
ρ 0.88 0.46† 0.77 0.46†
γ 12.50 10.00
φR 0.39 0.44
∗
σR 0.45 1.00 0.44 1.00
φN 0.98 0.46
†
σN 0.17 1.00 0.16 1.00
φP 0.20 0.00
‡
σP 0.22 1.00 0.24 1.00
σC 0.22 1.00 0.14 1.00
qa=3 5.1e-05 6.7e-03
§ 2.6e-05 6.7e-03§
qa=4 8.4e-05 6.7e-03
§ 5.1e-05 6.7e-03§
qa=5 6.3e-05 6.7e-03
§ 4.4e-05 6.7e-03§
qa=6 4.2e-05 6.7e-03
§ 3.5e-05 6.7e-03§
qa=7 2.8e-05 6.7e-03
§ 3.0e-05 6.7e-03§
qa=8+ 3.0e-05 6.7e-03
§ 4.1e-05 6.7e-03§
σI 0.63 1.00 0.61 1.00
∗1.00 on the scale of the transformation log[(0.95 + θ)/(0.95− θ)]
†1.00 on the scale of the transformation log[(1 + θ)/(1− θ)]
‡0.00 on the scale of the transformation log[(0.95 + θ)/(0.95− θ)]
§-5.00 on the scale of the transformation log(θ)
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Figure 5: Boxplots of ML and robust estimates for all p = 14 parameters of the non-stationary
version of the model, both at the assumed model and under contamination in each panel. “Robust
u.” stands for the uncorrected robust estimator θ˜
[1]
T from Step 1 while “Robust c.” is the corrected
one from Step 3. The red horizontal solid line is the true parameter value. The vertical scale is
manually set to improve visualization, some points (both ML and Robust) are not shown.
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Figure 6: Boxplots of ML and robust estimates for all p = 26 parameters of the stationary version
of the model, both at the assumed model and under contamination in each panel. “Robust u.”
stands for the uncorrected robust estimator θ˜
[1]
T from Step 1 while “Robust c.” is the corrected
one from Step 3. The red horizontal solid line is the true parameter value. The vertical scale is
manually set to improve visualization, some points (both ML and Robust) are not shown.
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Figure 7: Boxplots of RMSE of predicted states Xt for the stationary version of the model. The
box corresponding to the contaminated year 2000 is colored in grey. The vertical scale is manually
set to improve visualization, some points (both ML and Robust) are not shown.
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Table 2: Quartiles of the robustness weights corresponding to the likelihood contributions of
logCa=3,t, for three consecutive years, at the model and under contamination, and for both non-
stationary and stationary versions of the model.
At the model Under contamination
1999 2000 2001 1999 2000 2001
Q1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00
Non-stationary Q2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00
Q3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00
Q1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
Stationary Q2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
Q3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
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Appendix S5: North Sea Pollock Assessment Tables and
Figures
Figure 8: Ecoregions and areas as defined by ICES. The North Sea pollock stock spans Division
IIIa and Subareas IV and VI.
Table 3: Computation times (in seconds) when fitting both versions of the model to the North
Sea pollock data with a laptop housing a 2.9 GHz CPU. “Robust u.” stands for the uncorrected
robust estimator θ˜
[1]
T from Step 1 while “Robust c.” is the corrected one from Step 3.
ML Robust u. Robust c.
Non-stationary 5.9× 10−1 7.2× 10−1 2.1× 103
Stationary 5.9× 100 4.1× 100 1.1× 104
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Table 4: North Sea pollock data ML and robust estimates of θ (standard errors between paren-
theses) for both non-stationary and stationary versions of the model.
Non-stationary model Stationary model
ML Robust ML Robust
λa=3 -1.745 (0.347) -1.774 (0.868)
λa=4 -1.090 (0.249) -1.111 (0.660)
λa=5 -0.915 (0.207) -0.919 (0.496)
λa=6 -0.844 (0.176) -0.861 (0.365)
λa=7 -0.763 (0.162) -0.776 (0.248)
λa=8 -0.618 (0.180) -0.625 (0.194)
λa=9+ -0.270 (0.264) -0.276 (0.318)
φF 0.721 (0.115) 0.714 (0.186)
σFa=3 0.215 (0.037) 0.202 (0.040) 0.433 (0.091) 0.436 (0.110)
σFa≥4 0.165 (0.028) 0.159 (0.027) 0.268 (0.043) 0.270 (0.051)
ρ 0.885 (0.052) 0.882 (0.053) 0.774 (0.059) 0.772 (0.073)
γ 12.455 (0.292) 12.465 (0.807)
φR 0.387 (0.161) 0.390 (0.164)
σR 0.455 (0.062) 0.448 (0.076) 0.427 (0.053) 0.436 (0.055)
φN 0.975 (0.010) 0.975 (0.028)
σN 0.158 (0.028) 0.170 (0.028) 0.162 (0.029) 0.162 (0.039)
φP 0.200 (0.035) 0.201 (0.053)
σP 0.201 (0.068) 0.219 (0.065) 0.239 (0.101) 0.237 (0.120)
σC 0.226 (0.021) 0.216 (0.021) 0.147 (0.049) 0.141 (0.065)
qa=3 5.14e-05 (7.16e-06) 5.14e-05 (7.37e-06) 2.62e-05 (9.57e-06) 2.58e-05 (2.58e-05)
qa=4 8.40e-05 (1.16e-05) 8.42e-05 (1.17e-05) 5.16e-05 (1.51e-05) 5.12e-05 (3.96e-05)
qa=5 6.29e-05 (8.82e-06) 6.29e-05 (8.90e-06) 4.47e-05 (1.10e-05) 4.45e-05 (2.72e-05)
qa=6 4.20e-05 (6.13e-06) 4.22e-05 (6.27e-06) 3.52e-05 (7.37e-06) 3.52e-05 (1.64e-05)
qa=7 2.81e-05 (4.38e-06) 2.84e-05 (4.58e-06) 2.89e-05 (5.40e-06) 2.95e-05 (9.89e-06)
qa=8+ 3.02e-05 (5.19e-06) 3.03e-05 (5.32e-06) 4.09e-05 (7.87e-06) 4.09e-05 (9.48e-06)
σI 0.623 (0.040) 0.623 (0.041) 0.616 (0.041) 0.615 (0.044)
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Figure 9: North Sea pollock data ML and robust predictions of X (on the original scale) for the
stationary version of the model.
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Figure 10: North Sea pollock data robustness weights on the likelihood contributions of the com-
mercial catches logCa,t and survey indices log Ia,t for both non-stationary and stationary versions
of the model (top and middle rows), and observed logCa,t series where circled data points are the
most downweighted under the non-stationary model (bottom row).
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